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Type A GABA-Receptor-Dependent Synaptic Transmission
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The emergence of dendritic arbor structure in vivo depends on synaptic inputs. We tested whether inhibitory GABAergic synaptic
transmission regulates Xenopus optic tectal cell dendritic arbor development in vivo by expressing a peptide corresponding to an
intracellular loop (ICL) of the 2 subunit of type A GABA receptors (GABAAR), which is required to anchor GABAA receptors to the
postsynaptic scaffold. Enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)-tagged ICL (EGFP-ICL) was distributed in a punctate pattern at
putative inhibitory synapses, identified by vesicular GABA transporter immunoreactive puncta. ICL expression completely blocked
GABAAR-mediated transmission in 36% of transfected neurons and significantly reduced GABAAR-mediated synaptic currents relative
to AMPA receptor-mediated synaptic currents in the remaining transfected neurons without altering release probability or neuronal
excitability. Further analysis of ICL-expressing neurons with residual GABAAR-mediated inputs showed that the capacity of benzodiaz-
epine to enhance GABAergic synaptic responses was reduced in ICL-expressing neurons, indicating that they were likely depleted of 2
subunit-containing GABAAR. Neurons expressing amutant form of ICL were comparable to controls. In vivo time-lapse images showed
that ICL-expressing neurons have more sparsely branched dendritic arbors, which expand over larger neuropil areas than EGFP-
expressing control neurons.Analysis of branchdynamics indicated that ICLexpressionaffected arbor growthby reducing rates of branch
addition. Furthermore, we found that decreasing GABAergic synaptic transmission with ICL expression blocked visual experience
dependent dendritic arbor structural plasticity. Our findings establish an essential role for inhibitory GABAergic synaptic transmission
in the regulation of dendritic structural plasticity in Xenopus in vivo.
Introduction
Dendrite structure determines the spatial extent and types of af-
ferent input a neuron receives as well as the biophysical proper-
ties of the dendritic arbor (Cline, 2001; Wong and Ghosh, 2002).
Establishment of dendritic arbor structure in vivo depends on
both excitatory and inhibitory input activity (Sanes and Hafidi,
1996; Cline, 2001); however, the role of inhibitory GABAergic
synaptic transmission in regulating dendritic arbor development
remains unclear, likely becauseGABA can act as a depolarizing or
hyperpolarizing transmitter depending on the expression of
chloride transporters and therefore internal chloride concentra-
tion in the postsynaptic neuron. Activation of ionotropic type A
GABA receptors (GABAAR) in young neurons increases process
outgrowth and synaptogenesis, likely mediated by GABA-
induced excitation (Barbin et al., 1993; Ben-Ari, 2002; Cancedda
et al., 2007). Blocking inhibitory GABAergic transmission in
preparations containing mature neurons also increases activity
indirectly and increases process outgrowth (Wayman et al.,
2006). Similarly, glycinergic transmission affects dendritic arbor
development, both at early stages of development, when it is
depolarizing (Maric et al., 2001; Tapia et al., 2001), and later,
when glycinergic transmission is inhibitory, decreasing glyciner-
gic input increased dendritic arbor size (Sanes and Chokshi,
1992; Sanes et al., 1992; Sanes and Hafidi, 1996). Although these
experiments indicate that inhibitory transmission affects den-
dritic arbor development, they largely relied onmanipulations
which can produce circuit-wide effects on activity levels that
confound the interpretation of changes in neuronal structure
(Ben-Ari et al., 1989; Chen et al., 1996; Tapia et al., 2001).
Therefore, we sought to develop a way to interfere with inhib-
itory GABAergic synaptic transmission in single neurons in an
otherwise intact circuit.
Postsynaptic GABAAR subunit composition changes with
neuronal differentiation (Maric et al., 2001; Fritschy et al., 2003;
Lu¨scher and Keller, 2004; Mody and Pearce, 2004), such that
receptors include the 2 subunit, which is essential for targeting
receptors to postsynaptic sites (Essrich et al., 1998) and formain-
taining GABAAR atmature synapses (Schweizer et al., 2003). The
intracellular loop (ICL) between transmembrane (TM) domains
3 and 4 of the 2 subunit is required to anchor receptors to
postsynaptic gephyrin scaffolds (Alldred et al., 2005; Christie et
al., 2006).When expressed in cultured neurons, ICL accumulates
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at inhibitory postsynaptic sites apposed to vesicular GABA trans-
porter (VGAT) positive presynaptic terminals (Meier and
Grantyn, 2004). We hypothesized that expression of ICL would
interfere with anchoring 2 subunit-containing GABAAR at in-
hibitory GABAergic synapses, thereby reducing GABAergic
transmission in a cell-autonomousmanner, whereasmutant ICL,
which lacks a PKC phosphorylation site (Meier and Grantyn,
2004) would not. Using theXenopus retinotectal system, we show
that ICL expression in optic tectal neurons decreases inhibitory
GABAergic synaptic transmission and interferes with both den-
dritic arbor development and sensory experience-dependent
structural plasticity in dendrites in vivo.
Materials andMethods
Neuronal transfection and plasmid constructs. Albino Xenopus laevis tad-
poles were reared from stage 23 at 16°C in a 12 h dark/12 h light cycle. To
guard against any influence of circadian rhythm on arbor growth or
dynamics, experiments were done at the same times in the day. At stage
47, animals were anesthetized in 0.02%MS-222 (Sigma) and optic tectal
neuronswere transfected by single-cell electroporation (Haas et al., 2002;
Bestman et al., 2006) with an Axoporator 800A (Axon Instruments/Mo-
lecular Devices). Using micropipettes with 1 m tip diameter filled
with plasmid (3–6g/l DNA in ddH2O), we applied stimuli of 1–2A
with 1 s trains of 1ms square pulses at 200Hz frequency. Electroporation
does not cause a shift in [Cl]i in tectal neurons (Akerman and Cline,
2006). For electrophysiological recordings and expression of enhanced
green fluorescent protein (EGFP)-tagged ICL (EGFP-ICL) in multiple
neurons, transfection was achieved by a whole-brain electroporation
protocol in which plasmid DNA was injected into the brain ventricle
followed by stimulationwith platinumplate electrodes using a SD9 stim-
ulator (Grass Technologies). The settings used were as follows: five ex-
ponential decay pulseswith 1.6ms durationwith 50V at 1Hz (Haas et al.,
2002).
To determine the distribution of exogenously expressed ICL, we ex-
pressed the murine sequence of ICL (kindly provided by Dr. Simon
Rumpel, The Research Institute of Molecular Pathology, Vienna, Aus-
tria), which was cloned into a pEGFP-N1 backbone (Clontech) to pro-
duce an EGFP-ICL fusion protein. For all other experiments, ICL was
cloned into a bidirectional PCS2 plasmid (kindly provided by Dave
Turner, University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI) with
two independent cytomegalovirus promoters, one driving the ICL se-
quence and another one driving cytosolic EGFP. The TdTomato se-
quence (kindly provided by Roger Tsien, Howard HughesMedical Insti-
tute, University of California, SanDiego, SanDiego, CA)was cloned into
the pEGFP-N1 backbone after removal of the EGFP sequence. Mutant
ICL (mICL) was generated by exchanging Ser (S) to Ala (KNPLLRMFS-
FKAPTIDIRPRSATIQ) of ICL sequence. In all cases, plasmids were se-
quenced and digested to confirm correct cloning.
The degree of conservation of rodent and frog sequences for ICL was
judged by alignmentswith BlastXusing themouse sequence of ICL (from
NM_008073.2) to query the JGI Xenopus tropicalis assembly (v.4.1),
which in turn returned the annotated gene e_gw1.813.18.1 (whose gene
ontology, GO id 0004890, corresponds to GABAAR 2 subunit) and an
EST (CAAJ 16524) that likely corresponds to the shortened version of
ICL lacking the LLRMFSFK sequence (Baer et al., 2000; Meier and
Grantyn, 2004).
Western blots. Stage 47 tadpole midbrains were dissected and homog-
enized in radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer. Protein ho-
mogenates were separated by SDS-PAGE (PAGE) and transferred to
nitrocellulose membranes. Blots were blocked in 5% nonfat milk with
0.1% TBS and Triton X-100 (Sigma) and incubated with primary anti-
bodies diluted in blocking solution. Rabbit polyclonal GABAAR 2 anti-
body (ab4073, Abcam) was used. Blots were rinsed and either incubated
with biotinylated anti-rabbit Ig (Amersham Biosciences) with HRP-
conjugated streptavidin (Amersham Biosciences) or directly with HRP-
linked mouse IgG. Bands were visualized using ECL chemiluminescence
(Amersham Biosciences).
Immunofluorescent staining and quantification. Anesthetized stage 47
tadpoles were dissected to remove the skin and meninges over the brain.
Animals were transferred to 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Micros-
copy Sciences) in phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4), exposed to a brief
microwave pulse (1 min on, 1 min off, 1 min on, Pelco Biowave Pro
36500), and left to fix for an additional 1 h at room temperature. Animals
were cryoprotected overnight in 30% sucrose (Sigma) and brains were
cut into 20 m cryostat sections. Sections were quenched (50 mM am-
monium chloride, Sigma), permeabilized (1% Triton X-100), blocked
[5% goat serum (Invitrogen) in 1% Triton X-100], and incubated in
primary antibodies (in 2% serum in 0.1% Triton X-100) overnight at
4°C. Antibodies used were: rabbit polyclonal GABAAR 2, rabbit poly-
clonal VGAT (Synaptic Systems), goat polyclonal GABAAR 2 (s.c.-
7350, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and mouse monoclonal anti-GFP
(Rockland). Sections were rinsed and incubated in secondary antibodies
(in 0.1%TritonX-100): Alexa Fluor 568/633 goat anti rabbit, Alexa Fluor
488 goat anti-mouse/rabbit (Invitrogen). Sections were mounted in
Vectashield with or without Propidium Iodide stain (Vector Laborato-
ries) and imaged using an Olympus Fluoview FV300 with a
LUMPlanFl/IR 60 water-immersion objective [Olympus; numerical
aperture (NA), 1.1] (Ruthazer et al., 2006). Confocal images were ob-
tained sequentially with the two different laser excitations (to minimize
bleed-through). Brain sections selected for confocal imaging correspond
to an approximate 100 m depth from brain surface.
To quantify the distribution of immunoreactivity, fluorescent inten-
sity profiles were measured along dendrites and across somata with Im-
ageJ (W. Rasband,NIH, Bethesda,MD). For analysis of VGAT and EGFP
distribution, images were collected at nonsaturating conditions in single
optical slices (1.5 m). We selected the regions of interest where the
dendritic tracts were EGFP-ICL positive. Receptor clusters were identi-
fied by intensity values two-folder larger than local diffusion fluorescence
and with target size between 0.2–2 m in diameter by Imaris (Alldred et
al., 2005). Custom software written inMatlab (MathWorks) was used for
colocalization and shift analyses. ICL punctawere considered colocalized
with VGATwhen the centers of the ICL and VGAT puncta were within 2
m of each other. We used shift analysis to determine whether the colo-
calization was caused by random alignment of VGAT and ICL puncta.
Briefly, the ICL channel was displaced relative to the VGAT channel by a
random vector whose length was between 1 and 10 m. After displace-
ment, the x and y coordinates of the ICL puncta were computed with
modular arithmetic, so that no displaced puncta fell outside of the field of
view containing the VGAT puncta. After 1000 random displacements, a
p value was computed as the fraction of shifted colocalization that was
greater than or equal to the unshifted colocalization.
Two-photon imaging andmorphometric analysis. Starting 1 d after elec-
troporation, stage 47 tadpoles were anesthetized in 0.02% MS-222 and
mounted under glass coverslips in a custom-built chamber. Fluorescent
tectal neurons were imaged in vivo with a custom-built laser scanning
two-photonmicroscopemodified fromaOlympus FluoviewFV300 con-
focal scanbox mounted on a Olympus BXSOW1 microscope (Ruthazer
et al., 2006). The light source was a Tsunami femptosecond-pulsed Ti:
sapphire laser pumped by a 10W solid-state Millenia X laser (both from
Newport Spectra Physics) Image stacks (0.5–1 m z interval) were col-
lected using a LUMPlanFl/IR 60 water-immersion objectives (either
0.9 or 1.1 NA, Olympus).
Three-dimensional reconstruction of dendritic arbors using optical
stacks was performed to determine morphometric parameters [total
dendritic branch length (TDBL), branch number, branch lengths] using
Imaris 5.5 with Filament Tracer (Bitplane). Average segment lengths
(ASL) were determined by measuring distances between branch tips and
branch points, the starting point is the first branch point of the primary
dendrite. Two-dimensional projections of optical stacks in orientations
were used to determine themaximal dendritic arbor angle. These images
were then exported to ImageJ for further measurements of dendritic tree
angle, maximal length and dendritic arbor projected area. Angles were
measured on projected images using the exit point of the main den-
drite from the soma as the vertex. The two rays were drawn tangen-
tially to the dendritic tree to include the whole tree area excluding the
axon. Maximal length was estimated as the distance between the ver-
tex and the farthest dendritic branch tip. Areas were estimated using
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the angle and the maximal lengths to draw a polygon that includes the
full dendritic tree. Analysis of branch dynamics was performed as
described previously (Sin et al., 2002).
Visual stimulation. To test the effects of visual stimulation, animals
were anesthetized and neurons were imaged 24 h after electroporation.
After recovering from anesthesia, freely swimming animals were placed
in a dark chamber for 4 h. At the end of this period, the same neurons
were imaged again, after which animals were placed into a chamber with
a 3 4 panel of green light-emitting diodes (LEDs; AND191GCP, Allied
Electronics) turning on and off sequentially (1 s at 0.2 Hz with 1 s of no
light between cycles). After 4 h of visual stimulation, animals were im-
aged for the third time (Sin et al., 2002).
Electrophysiology. For whole-cell recordings, tadpoles at stage 47/48
were anesthetized with 0.02% MS-222, and brains were dissected and
filleted along the dorsal midline (Akerman and Cline, 2006). The brains
were perfused with extracellular saline containing (in mM): 115 NaCl, 2
KCl, 3 CaCl2, 1.5 MgCl2, 5 HEPES, 10 glucose, and 0.01 glycine, pH 7.2,
osmolality 255 mOsm throughout the recording. Experiments were per-
formed at room temperature (2022°C). For electrical stimulation ex-
periments, a bipolar stimulating electrode (Frederick Haer Company)
was placed in the optic chiasm to activate retinal ganglion cell (RGC)
axons. Synaptically evoked currents were recorded from optic tectal neu-
rons using a K-based intracellular solution (in mM: 110 K-gluconate, 8
KCl, 5 NaCl, 1.5 MgCl2, 20 HEPES, 0.5 EGTA, 2 ATP, and 0.3 GTP),
whereas spontaneous miniature IPSCs or EPSCs (mIPSCs andmEPSCs)
were recorded using a Cs-based intracellular solution (in mM: 114 Cs-
methane sulfonate, 1.5 MgCl2, 3 TEA-Cl, 20 HEPES, 10 EGTA, 2 ATP,
and 0.3 GTP). The membrane potential was voltage clamped at60 mV
to record AMPA receptor (AMPAR)-mediated currents or at 0 mV to
record GABAAR-mediated currents. TTX (1 M; Alomone Labs) and
DL-APV (100 M; Tocris Cookson) were included in the extracellular
saline when recording mIPSCs or mEPSCs. As required, the superfusion
saline was supplemented with DL-APV or diazepam (2 M; Sigma) when
testing benzodiazepine sensitivity. For consistency, all cells were re-
corded from the middle of the tectum. Recording micropipettes were
pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries and had resistances in the range
of 7–9 M. Liquid junction potential was adjusted during recording.
Recordings were accepted for analysis from cells in which the series re-
sistance did not change10%and input resistance (0.7–2G) remained
relatively constant. Signals were sampled at 10 kHz and filtered at 2 kHz
with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices). Data were ana-
lyzed using ClampFit 10 (Molecular Devices). Five minute periods of
mIPSC or mEPSC recordings were analyzed with the Synaptosoft Mini
Analysis Program.
Statistical tests.Mann–Whitney tests were used to test for significance
of morphometric data. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used for paired
data. Where noted, Student’s t test or Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K–S
test) was used. Data are presented as individual data points or as mean
SEM, unless otherwise noted. Experiments and analysis were performed
blind to the experimental condition.
Results
Experiments were performed on Xenopus tadpoles between
stages 47 and 48 when GABAergic transmission is hyper-
polarizing (Akerman and Cline, 2006) (Fig. 1A).
GABAAR 2 subunit in the Xenopus visual system
The 2 subunit including the sequence corresponding to ICL is
highly conserved between frog and mouse (Fig. 1B). To test
whether the 2 subunit protein is present in Xenopus optic tec-
tum, we isolated the midbrain area and immunoblotted the pro-
tein extracts using an antibody against the rodent ICL sequence
(Fig. 1C, diagram). A band with a similar apparent molecular
weight as from rat brain extracts is detected (Fig. 1C, right panel)
indicating the 2 subunit is expressed in themidbrain of tadpole.
Fluorescent immunocytochemistry shows that the 2 subunit
is expressed in tectal neurons with a punctate pattern in the
soma and neuropil (Fig. 1D), consistent with observations in
other vertebrate brain areas (Gutie´rrez et al., 1994; Essrich et
al., 1998; Kittler et al., 2000; van Rijnsoever et al., 2005). These
data indicate that the GABAAR 2 subunit is present in the
optic tectum of X. laevis.
Distribution of exogenously expressed ICL
To assess the distribution of exogenously expressed ICL, tectal
neurons were electroporated with the cytosolic marker TdTo-
mato to reveal cell morphologies, and the ICL sequence fused
with the reporter EGFP at its N-terminal (EGFP-ICL). TdTo-
mato expression shows the typical organization of tectal neurons,
with closely packed cell bodies and dendrites extending toward
the tectal neuropil. Expression of EGFP-ICL results in labeling
along the perimeter of the soma and dendrites (Fig. 2A, left; B,
top left). Single optical sections through spatially isolated EGFP-
ICL-expressing cells (Fig. 2B) show a punctate distribution of
EGFP-ICL along dendrites compared with TdTomato which is
evenly distributed in the soma and dendrites (Fig. 2B, bottom
left). The punctate distribution of EGFP-ICLwas further demon-
strated by fluorescent intensity measurements along dendrites
(Fig. 2B, right diagram and graph).
To test whether EGFP-ICL accumulates at inhibitory syn-
apses, we determined the codistribution of a well established in-
hibitory presynaptic terminal marker, VGAT (Schweizer et al.,
2003;Meier andGrantyn, 2004; Gillespie et al., 2005) with EGFP-
ICL puncta. In cryosections, VGAT immunoreactivity is strong
in the tectal neuropil where it labels puncta (Fig. 2C, middle
panel) as reported in other systems (Essrich et al., 1998; Crestani
et al., 1999; Schweizer et al., 2003; Meier and Grantyn, 2004;
Gillespie et al., 2005). Analysis of the codistribution of VGAT
with EGFP-ICL, detected with GFP antibody, indicates that
67.8  6.0% of the EGFP-ICL puncta are apposed to VGAT-
positive puncta, similar to findings in cultures of embryonic
spinal cord neurons (Meier and Grantyn, 2004). Shift analysis
confirmed that the colocalization is not caused by random
alignment between EGFP-ICL and VGAT puncta ( p  0.001,
see Materials and Methods for details). These data indicate
that EGFP-ICL accumulates in puncta apposed to inhibitory
presynaptic sites.
ICL expression disrupts GABAergic synaptic transmission
We examined whether inhibitory GABAergic synaptic transmis-
sion is affected by ICL expression. Our hypothesis from the
double-staining experiments predicts that ICL will occupy bind-
ing sites at inhibitory synaptic scaffolds and prevent anchoring of
2 subunit-containing GABAAR at synapses. To test this possi-
bility, tectal neurons were transfected with a dual promoter plas-
mid expressing EGFP and ICL or EGFP and the mutant ICL,
mICL, or control plasmids expressing EGFP only. We recorded
GABAAR-mediated mIPSCs from control EGFP-, mICL-, and
ICL-expressing neurons. We find that 36% (17 of 47) of ICL-
expressing neurons have no spontaneous GABAergic mIPSCs,
compared with 3% (1 of 28) of EGFP-expressing neurons or 5%
(1 of 18) of mICL-expressing neurons, indicating that ICL ex-
pression completely blocks GABAergic transmission in about
one-third of neurons (Fig. 3A,B).
We characterized the GABAergic and glutamatergic transmis-
sion onto the ICL-expressing neurons which still had GABAergic
inputs (Fig. 3C). The average interevent interval (IEI) of mIPSCs
on these neurons was significantly greater in ICL-expressing neu-
rons compared with EGFP- or mICL-expressing controls (Fig.
3D,E), whereas the amplitudes of GABAAR-mediated mIPSCs
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were not statistically different (Fig. 3F). In contrast, the ampli-
tude and IEI of spontaneous AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs in ICL-
expressing neurons were not significantly different from EGFP-
or mICL-expressing cells (Fig. 3G–J). To test whether the de-
crease in mIPSC frequency might be caused by a change in pre-
synaptic release probability, we recorded pairs of evoked
GABAergic synaptic currents with different interstimulus inter-
vals (ISI), ranging from 20 to 200ms (Fig. 4A).We did not detect
a significant difference in paired pulse ratios of GABAAR-
mediated synaptic currents over the ISIs tested (Fig. 4B). Fur-
thermore, EGFP- and ICL-expressing neurons generated similar
spike numbers in response to injected current pulses, indicating
that ICL expression does not affect neuronal excitability (Fig.
4C,D). These data indicate that ICL expression completely blocks
GABAergic inputs onto about one-third of neurons and de-
creases GABAergic input in the remainder of ICL-expressing
neurons by decreasing the number of GABAergic synapses with-
out changing release probability and neuronal excitability.
To test whether ICL expression affects the balance of excita-
tion to inhibition, we collected whole cell recordings of optic
nerve stimulation-evoked synaptic responses sequentially at 0
mV and60 mV. This allowed us to record GABAAR-mediated
and AMPAR-mediated synaptic inputs from the same neurons
(Fig. 4E). When we normalize the evoked GABAAR synaptic re-
sponses to the AMPAR responses, we find that ICL-expressing
neurons have a significantly decreased ratio of GABAAR- to
AMPAR-mediated currents compared with EGFP- or mICL-
expressing neurons (Fig. 4F). This analysis demonstrates that
ICL expression selectively decreases inhibitory input relative to
glutamatergic excitatory input onto optic tectal neurons.
MostGABAAR contain a binding site for benzodiazepines that
is located at the interface of the 2 and  subunits (Wallace et al.,
2001; Sigel, 2002). To test whether ICL depletes synapses of 2
subunit-containing receptors, we recorded evoked GABAAR-
mediated synaptic currents before and after 10 min perfusion of
diazepam, a classical benzodiazepine agonist (Fig. 4G) (Sigel,
2002). In control neurons, diazepam increases the GABAAR-
mediated currents, but ICL-expressing neurons do not increase
Figure 1. Xenopus GABAAR 2 subunit. A, We transfected tadpoles by whole-brain electroporation (WBE) at stage 47 corresponding to 8 d post-fertilization (DPF) when GABAergic
transmission is hyperpolarizing.Weperformed imagingor electrophysiology experiments 1–3dafter electroporationwhenanimals arebetween stage47and48.B, Aminoacid sequence alignment
between a portion of the mouse GABAAR2 subunit (Mus) and the corresponding portion of the predicted Xenopus (Xen)2 subunit. The sequence is identical except for conservative amino acid
substitutions,which are shadedwith gray. The black line underlines the sequence corresponding to the2 ICL. Asterisksmark the site inmutant ICLwhere Ser (S) is exchanged for Ala (A). C,Western
blot using an antibody raised against the rat ICL (left diagram) identifies bands in rat brain and Xenopus midbrain extracts with the expected molecular weight of GABAAR 2 subunit (n	 3
experiments).D, Immunolabeled cryosections of Xenopus optic tectum [green-shaded area in diagramof section display a punctate-labeling pattern in the optic tectal neuropil and in the periphery
of optic neuron soma, which was identified with the nuclear stain marker propidium iodide (PI)]. Dotted line marks midline. Scale bar, 20m. Inset (dotted line box in merge panel) highlights
ring-like pattern of labeling in the cell body layer of the optic tectum. Scale bar, 5m. tel, Telencephalon; di, diencephalon; ms, mesencephalon; OT, optic tectum; TN, tectal neuropil; V, ventricles;
R, rostral; C, caudal; L, lateral.
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evokedGABAAR-mediated responses with
diazepam (Fig. 4H). Together, the electro-
physiology experiments indicate that the
ICL expression blocks or decreases
GABAAR-mediated synaptic responses.
The electrophysiology data and immuno-
fluorescent staining data are consistent
with the idea that ICL interferes with con-
trolling 2 subunit-containing GABAAR
residence at postsynaptic sites.
ICL expression alters dendritic
arbor development
To test whether reduced GABAergic syn-
aptic transmission affects the development
of dendritic structure, we collected time-
lapse images of single tectal neurons ex-
pressing EGFP and ICL or EGFP alone in
live stage 47 Xenopus tadpoles (Bestman et
al., 2006) whenGABAergic transmission is
inhibitory (Akerman and Cline, 2006).
Neurons were imaged at daily intervals
over 3 d starting 1 d after single cell elec-
troporation. Although the structure of the
dendritic arbors of control and ICL-
expressing neurons are comparable on the
first observation (Fig. 5A) (EGFP, ICL:
24 h), ICL-expressing neurons progres-
sively acquire a broader dendritic arbor
over the next 2 d and fail to develop the
increased branch density characteristic of
control neurons (Fig. 5A).
To quantify these features of arbor
structure, we used two morphometric
measurements to assess arbor span (Mar-
tin and Whitteridge, 1984; Borba et al.,
2000; Coleman and Friedlander, 2002;
Shapiro et al., 2005; Smear et al., 2007).We
analyzed the maximal angle and the max-
imumprojected area of the dendritic arbor
(Fig. 5A, far right panels). Whereas both
control and ICL-expressing neurons in-
creased dendritic arbor areas over 72 h of
imaging (Fig. 5B,C), only ICL-expressing
neurons increased arbor angles over the
3 d imaging period (Fig. 5B,C). Plotting
arbor angle versus arbor area shows a clear
segregation of the population of control
and ICL-expressing neurons (Fig. 5D). In
contrast, the maximum linear distance be-
tween the cell body and the farthest den-
Figure2. Distribution of EGFP-ICL in optic tectal neurons.A, Coexpression of EGFP-ICL and TdTomato in optic tectum, shownas
separate EGFPandTdTomato images and themerged image. Images aremaximal projection Z stacks through100mdepth. OTN
(optic tectal neuropil), V (ventricle). Scale bar, 10m.B, Distribution of EGFP-ICL (top left), TdTomato (middle left), andmerged
image (bottom left) shown in images of single optical sections. TdTomato distributes evenly along dendrites and across the soma
(middle left). EGFP-ICL fluorescence is more intense at the periphery of the soma (white arrowheads in images, top left) and is
distributed indiscrete fluorescent peaks alongdendrites (intensity plot on right, generated fromdendrite shown in top left panel).
Scale bar, 10m.C, Cryosectionof optic tectumtransfectedwith EGFP-ICL anddouble-immunolabeledwith antibodies specific to
GFP (anti-GFP, green) and VGAT (anti-VGAT, red) shows VGAT immunostained puncta in the neuropil (red, middle). GFP immu-
noreactivity identifies EGFP-ICL electroporated neurons (left, middle panels). Single optical sections (right panel) show EGFP-ICL
4
puncta in dendrites (open arrows) and at the periphery of the
cell body (white arrowhead). Dotted lines in left and middle
panelsmarkmidline. R, Rostral; C, caudal; L, lateral. Scale bar,
10m. D, Codistribution of EGFP-ICL and VGAT in single op-
tical sections through tectal neuropil. Images of labeling for
anti-GFP (top), anti-VGAT (middle), andmerged images (bot-
tom). Open arrows mark examples of EGFP apposing VGAT
puncta. Scale bar, 5m. E, Amajority of EGFP-ICL puncta are
apposed to VGAT puncta (n	 3 independent experiments,
**p 0.01, Student’s t test).
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dritic branch tip was not significantly dif-
ferent between ICL-expressing neurons
and controls (EGFP: 24 h, 81.31  5.58;
72 h, 92.31 4.02; ICL: 24 h, 94.80 6.16;
72 h, 100.00  5.48). Furthermore, plot-
ting arbor angle versus maximal length
shows no segregation of ICL-expressing
neurons from control neurons (Fig. 5E).
These findings indicate that reduced in-
hibitory GABAergic synaptic input may
lead to significant changes in dendritic ar-
bor shape over time and alters the distri-
bution of dendritic branches within the
neuropil.
To analyze further the changes of den-
dritic arbor structure that occur with ICL
expression, we compared dendritic branch
tip numbers, TDBL, and branch segment
lengths at each time point from 3 dimen-
sional reconstructions of EGFP- and ICL-
expressing neurons. Although control and
ICL-expressing neurons have similar
branch tip numbers on the first day of im-
aging, control neurons increase branch tip
numbers at each daily interval over 3 d
whereas ICL-expressing neurons have sig-
nificantly fewer branch tips than controls
at the 48 and 72 h time points (Fig. 5F). In
contrast, TDBL in ICL-expressing neurons
is comparable to control neurons at each
time point (Fig. 5G). The decrease in
branch tip number without a correspond-
ing decrease in TDBL indicates that ICL
expression reduces dendritic arbor branch
density, as seen in the representative neu-
rons in Figure 5A. As an independentmea-
sure of arbor branch density, we deter-
mined the average length of individual
dendritic segments (or average segment
length) over 3 d. Average branch segment
lengths in control and ICL-expressing
neurons were comparable on the first day
of imaging, but were significantly less in
ICL-expressing neurons than controls at
the 48 and 72 h time points (Fig. 5H), in-
dicating that arbor density is decreased in
ICL-expressing neurons. Together, these
results indicate that reduced inhibitory
GABAergic transmission affects dendritic
Figure 3. ICL expression disrupts GABAAR-dependent synaptic transmission.A, Traces from an ICL-expressing neuronwithout
mIPSCs (calibration: 10pA, 200ms) butwithmEPSCs (calibration: 20pA, 100ms), recorded at 0mVand60mV, respectively, 3 d
after transfection. B, ICL expression blocks GABAergic synaptic transmission in 36% of neurons. Only 3% of EGFP-expressing
control neuronsor 5%ofmICL-expressingneuronshavenodetectablemIPSCs.C, GABAergic synaptic transmission is altered in the
remaining 64%of ICL-expressing neurons. Representative recordings ofmIPSCs fromEGFP- (left),mICL- (middle), and ICL- (right,
calibration: 10 pA, 200 ms) expressing tectal neurons. D, E, Normalized cumulative probability curves (D) and mean values (E)
(EGFP: n	 28, mICL: n	 18, ICL: n	 30 cells) show that the IEI of GABAAR-mediated currents in ICL-expressing neurons was
4
significantly increased compared with EGFP- or mICL-
expressingneurons (**p0.001, K–S test).F, Amplitudes of
mIPSCswere not significantly different ( p 0.05, K–S test).
Neurons displaying IEIs30 s were not included in the anal-
ysis. G, Representative recordings of mEPSCs from EGFP-
(left), mICL- (middle) and ICL-expressing (right; calibration:
20 pA, 100 ms) tectal neurons. Normalized cumulative prob-
ability curves (H, J ) and means (I ) of AMPAR-mediated cur-
rents (EGFP: n	 27, mICL: n	 18, ICL: n	 21) show that
neither IEI nor amplitudes of mEPSCs in ICL-expressing neu-
rons were significantly different from EGFP-expressing cells
(IEI: p 0.05; amplitudes: p 0.05, K–S test).
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Figure4. ICL expression alters inhibition to excitation ratio andbenzodiazepamsensitivitywithout changing release probability or excitability.A, Recordings of IPSCs (averageof 20 sweeps each)
in response topaired stimuli 20–200msapart in control (top) and ICL-expressingneurons (bottom). Stimulus artifactwas cut for clarity.B, Ratio of IPSC2/IPSC1 in EGFP- and ICL-expressingneurons.
The IPSC2/IPSC1 ratio in EGFPneuronswas not significantly different from to ICL-expressing cells (MANOVA, p 0.05). EGFP: n	 13. ICL: n	 11 cells. Calibration: 20 pA, 20ms. C,D, ICL expression
does not alter the neuronal intrinsic properties. C, Sample traces of evoked action potentials (top; calibration: 10mV, 20ms) in response to a step current pulse of 60 pA/200ms (bottom; calibration:
50 pA, 20 ms) in an EGFP-expressing neuron (left) and an ICL-expressing neuron (right). D, Statistical plot of spike numbers in response to current pulses of increasing amplitudes. There is no
significant difference between EGFP- (filled circle, n	 15) and ICL-expression neurons (open circle, n	 15) among different current-evoked spike numbers. E, F, ICL expression decreases the ratio
of evoked GABAAR-mediated synaptic currents to AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents. E, Representative recordings of evoked GABAAR- and AMPAR-mediated currents in EGFP-, mICL- and
ICL-expressing neurons, respectively. Superimposition of synaptic currents in ICL-expressing neurons (gray) and EGFP neurons (black), normalized to the AMPAR-mediated synaptic response (right
panel). Calibration: 20 pA, 20ms. F, The ratio of optic nerve stimulus-evoked GABAAR-mediated synaptic currents to AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents in ICL-expressing neuronswas significantly
decreased compared with EGFP- or mICL-expressing neurons (EGFP: 1.35 0.32; mICL: 1.50 0.26, ICL: 0.56 0.12, **p 0.05). EGFP, n	 15; mICL, n	 7; ICL, n	 12 cells. G, H,
GABAAR-mediated synaptic currents in ICL-expressing neurons are insensitive to diazepam. G, The amplitudes of evoked GABAAR-mediated synaptic currents in EGFP-expressing neurons were
significantly increased after perfusion with diazepam (DZ, 2 M) for 10 min (EGFP: from 32.67 2.57 pA to 56.57 8.99 pA; *p 0.01), whereas GABAAR-mediated synaptic currents in
ICL-expressing neurons were insensitive to diazepam (ICL: from 23.06 3.01 pA to 22.83 2.49 pA). Currents were completely blocked by picrotoxin in EGFP- or ICL-expressing neurons (PTX,
bottom traces). Calibration: 20 pA, 20ms.H, Quantification of benzodiazepine-sensitivity in EGFP-,mICL-, and ICL-expressing neurons as the ratio of the responses before and after diazepam (EGFP,
1.67 0.20 pA, n	 12; mICL, 1.38 0.12 pA, n	 7; ICL, 1.02 0.07 pA, n	 12; *p 0.01).
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arbor growth in vivo, by decreasing rates of net branch addition
and decreasing branch density over time.
GABAAR-dependent regulation of dendritic branch dynamics
Developing dendritic arbors continuously add and retract branches
(Cline, 2001). Net growth of the arbor occurs because the relative
rates of branch addition are greater than the
rates of branch retraction (Rajan and Cline,
1998; Rajan et al., 1999;Wu andCline, 2003;
Hua and Smith, 2004). The failure of ICL-
expressing neurons to increase branch tip
numbers over time might result from de-
creased rates of branch additions or in-
creased rates of branch retractions. To dis-
tinguish between these possibilities, we
imaged EGFP- or ICL-expressing dendrites
every 30 min over 2 h, starting 24 h after
electroporation (Fig. 6A). This imaging pro-
tocol allows us to detect differences in pro-
portions of added, retracted and transient
branches, whereas the daily imaging proto-
col allows us to document large-scale modi-
fications in growth of the arbor. Because dis-
taldendrites aremoredynamic thanprimary
dendrites over the2h imagingperiod (Cline,
2001;Hua and Smith, 2004), we focused our
analysis on branch dynamics of secondary
and higher order dendrites. We quantified
the change in number and length of individ-
ual branch tips along the main dendritic
branches. At the start of the imaging proto-
col, both the number (EGFP, 12.9  1.0;
ICL, 13.3 1.2) and length (EGFP, 157.0
13.8m; ICL, 140.613.7m)ofbranches
were similar in ICL-expressing neurons and
controls (see also Fig. 5F,G). During the 2 h
imaging period, the average length of indi-
vidual branches in ICL-expressing neurons
increased significantly more than in control
neurons (Fig. 6B, left panel).Conversely, av-
erage branch tip number along the dendritic
branches increased in control neurons but
not in ICL-expressing neurons, so that con-
trol neurons increased their branch density
over 2 h, whereas ICL-expressing neurons
significantly decreased their branch density
(Fig. 6B, right panel). The results of the
higher temporal resolution analysis of
branch dynamics are consistent with the
analysis of the overall arbor structure from
daily imaging (decreased branch number
and increased branch length) (Fig. 5).
To analyze branch dynamics, we classi-
fied branches as added, lost, transient, or
maintained. As schematized in Figure 6, A
and C, added branches were not present
during the first image but were added at
some point during the imaging protocol.
Lost branches were present at the initial
image and were retracted before the final
image. Maintained branches were present
throughout the imaging protocol. Tran-
sient branches were not present at the first
image and were both added and retracted during the 2 h imaging
period. Dendritic branches were color-coded according to their
dynamic behaviors (Fig. 6A,C). EGFP- and ICL-expressing neu-
rons have similar proportions ofmaintained branches, relative to
the number of branches at the initial (0 min) time point (Fig.
6D). ICL-expressing neurons have significantly fewer branch ad-
Figure 5. ICL expression affects dendritic arbor size and shape. A, Representative tectal neurons expressing EGFP (top) or ICL
(bottom) at 24, 48, and 72 h. ICL-expressing neurons extend larger, sparsely branched arbors. Axons are indicated by arrowheads.
Schematic measurement of angle, maximal length and area are shown overlaid on 72 h images of EGFP- and ICL-expressing
neurons. Scale bar, 20m. B, C, ICL-expressing neurons have wider dendritic angles (B; right, ICL, 24 h: 74.29 5.64°; 72 h:
88.83 5.22°) and larger dendritic coverage over 48 h (C; right, ICL, 24 h: 3957.77 333.57m2; 72 h: 5704.48 286.66
m2; *p 0.05). EGFP-expressing neurons do not show significant difference of angels (B; left, EGFP, 24 h: 68.78 5.68°; 72 h:
69.8 3.78°) but increased areas over 48 h (C; left, EGFP, 24 h: 2555.77 159.27m2; 72 h: 3843.40 233.81m2). EGFP,
n	 26; ICL, n	 25. D, E, Quantification of arbor features at 72 h: plots of dendritic tree angle versus estimated area (D) and
dendritic tree angle versus maximal length (E). F–H, Plots of branch numbers (F ), total dendritic branch length (TDBL, G), and
average segment length (H ) for ICL- and EGFP-expressing neurons over 48 h of imaging. F, ICL-expressing neurons fail to increase
branch tip number over time compared with control neurons (EGFP, 24 h: 31.8 3.2; ICL, 24 h: 34.5 2.9; EGFP, 48 h, 57.3
3.7; ICL, 48 h, 43.2 3.5; EGFP, 72 h: 83.5 5.0; ICL, 72 h: 52.9 4.1).G, TDBL values are not significantly different (EGFP, 24 h:
481.560.9m; ICL, 24h: 485.240.7m;EGFP, 48h, 772.642.5m; ICL, 48h, 885.342.6m;EGFP, 72h: 1010.6
69.9m; ICL, 72 h: 1147.9 75.8m). H, ICL-expressing neurons significantly increase average segment lengths over 48 h
(EGFP, 24 h: 9.99 0.66m; ICL, 24 h: 10.76 0.83m; EGFP, 48 h, 8.22 0.83m; ICL, 48 h, 11.38 0.65m; EGFP, 72 h:
8.95 0.94m; ICL, 72 h: 13.48 0.84m). ICL, n	 9 cells. EGFP, n	 9 cells. *p 0.05, **p 0.01.
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ditions than controls (Fig. 6D), but branch
retractions are not significantly different
between the 2 groups. These findings sug-
gest that GABAAR-dependent synaptic
transmission affects dendritic arbor struc-
ture in vivo by regulating the rate of branch





The data presented above indicate that ICL-
expressing neurons do not add branches at
the same rates as in control neurons. Previ-
ous experiments have shown that enhanced
visual stimulation increases rates of branch
additions of optic tectal neurons in Xenopus
(Sin et al., 2002; Haas et al., 2006). In partic-
ular, a protocol in which tadpoles are ex-
posed to a 4hperiodof darkness followedby
a 4 h period of enhanced visual stimulation
increases rates of branch additions and
TDBL (Sin et al., 2002;Haas et al., 2006).We
took advantage of this paradigm to test
whether visual experience can stimulate
branch addition in ICL-expressing neurons.
Control neurons increase TDBL and branch
number in response to 4 h of visual stimula-
tion (Fig. 7A–C), as previously reported. In
contrast, ICL-expressing neurons show sim-
ilar rates of change for TDBL in the dark and
after visual stimulation (Fig. 7B). Further-
more, the rateof increase inbranchnumbers
in response to visual stimulation is signifi-
cantly less in ICL-expressing neurons than
controls (Fig. 7A,C). Branch density is sig-
nificantly increased by visual activity in con-
trol neurons, whereas it is not modified by
visual experience in ICL-expressing neu-
rons, so that branch density in ICL-
expressing neurons is significantly less than
control neurons after enhanced visual expe-
rience (Fig. 7D). These results indicate that
the ICL expression blocks experience-dependent increases in den-
dritic arbor growth rates.
Discussion
Our work shows that expression of a peptide corresponding to
the intracellular loop between TM3 and TM4 of the GABAAR 2
subunit effectively and specifically decreases GABAAR-
dependent synaptic transmission in vivo. Furthermore, ICL ex-
pression by electroporation allows spatial and temporal control
of inhibition of GABAergic synaptic transmission in the intact
brain. Using this reagent, we showed that inhibitory GABAAR-
mediated synaptic inputs affect dendritic arbor development and
experience-dependent structural plasticity in vivo by regulating
rates of branch additions.
Rationale for use of the ICL to block GABAergic transmission
Studies examining the role of inhibitory GABAAR-mediated syn-
aptic transmission in nervous system function have been ham-
pered by the problems that pharmacological reagents that block
inhibition result in synchronous seizure-like activity and that
many mice which are mutant in GABAAR subunits or genes re-
quired for function of GABAergic transmission die perinatally
(Gu¨nther et al., 1995; Essrich et al., 1998). Consequently, alter-
nate strategies to perturb GABAergic synaptic transmission are
required to probe the role of inhibition in the CNS development
and function.
Endogenous synaptic GABAAR are thought to be pentamers
composed of two , two , and one  (or one ) subunits (Lu¨s-
cher and Keller, 2004; Rudolph and Mo¨hler, 2004). Although 
and subunits can form functional receptors, these are extrasyn-
aptic and presence of the  subunit appears to be necessary and
sufficient to cluster GABAAR at synapses (Essrich et al., 1998;
Schweizer et al., 2003; Lu¨scher and Keller, 2004; Christie et al.,
2006). The intracellular loop between TM 3 and TM 4 of the 2
subunit is necessary for interaction with the scaffold protein
gephyrin, which in turn is critical for clustering GABAAR at syn-
apses (Alldred et al., 2005; Christie et al., 2006), although gephy-
rin does not appear to interact directly with the 2 subunit. As-
Figure 6. ICL expression regulates dendritic branch dynamics. A, Representative color-coded drawings of dendritic branches
from EGFP- and ICL-expressing neurons imaged at 30min intervals over 120min. The first two-photon image was collected 24 h
after single-cell electroporation (SCE). The randomly selected dendritic branches were drawn below for further analysis. Color
code: gray, maintained branches in all images at 0–120 min; red, lost branches present at 0 min but not at 120 min; green,
transient branches appearing after 0min but retracting before 120min; purple, addedbranches not present at 0 h butmaintained
at 120 min. Scale bar, 20 m. B, Average change (
) in length of individual dendritic branches over 120 min (left panel) is
significantly greater in ICL-expressing neurons than control neurons (EGFP: 3.50 1.76m, ICL: 12.74 5.11m, *p 0.05).
Branch density (right panel) increases significantly in EGFP-expressing neurons over 120 min but decreases significantly in
ICL-expressingneurons (EGFP: 13.555.61, *p0.05, ICL:12.983.88, *p0.05). The change inbranchdensity between
control and ICL-expressing neuronal dendrites is also significantly different (**p  0.01). C, Analysis of branch dynamics.
Branches were categorized according to their dynamic behavior over the 120 min imaging period. The length of the lines corre-
sponds to the time points (top) over which branches were observed and indicate branches that are maintained, lost, added or
transient. D, Dendrites from ICL-expressing neurons have fewer transient branches than controls, relative to the initial branch
population (Transient, EGFP: 82.57 9.80%; ICL, 59.93%7.00%, *p 0.05). Sum of added and lost branches, including
transient branches shows that dendrites of ICL-expressing neurons add significantly fewer branches than controls (Additions:
EGFP, 57.10 15.61%; ICL, 15.75 9.36%; *p 0.05). There are no significant difference in maintained and lost branches
(Maintained, EGFP: 42.10 4.14%, ICL: 42.63 4.41%; Lost: EGFP, 34.35 11.13%; ICL, 12.83 9.37%). ICL, n	 18
individual dendrites, six cells. EGFP, n	 17 individual dendrites, six cells.
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sociation of the 2 subunit and gephyrinmay also be required for
GABAAR internalization (Essrich et al., 1998; Schweizer et al.,
2003; Alldred et al., 2005), suggesting that the interaction be-
tween gephyrin and2 subunit-containingGABAAR controls the
number of resident GABAAR at synaptic sites by regulating both
the clustering of receptors in synapses and their internalization.
The decrease in GABAergic transmission we see with ICL expres-
sion is consistent with the idea that interaction between the 2
subunit and gephyrin is required tomaintain2 subunit contain-
ing GABAAR at synapses.
The 2 subunit of the GABAAR is highly conserved between
Xenopus and mammalian species. Antibody labeling for 2 pro-
tein indicates that midbrain neurons in Xenopus express 2 sub-
units, which are located in neuronal cell bodies and distributed in
a punctate pattern in dendrites. The dendritic distribution of
EGFP-ICL in puncta apposed to VGAT positive puncta suggests
that ICL accumulates at GABAergic postsynaptic sites, consistent
with previous reports in cultured neurons
(Essrich et al., 1998; Kittler et al., 2000;
Meier and Grantyn, 2004) and in brain
sections (Crestani et al., 1999; Schweizer et
al., 2003). The distribution of EGFP-ICL
indicates that ICL is situated where it can
compete with endogenous 2 subunits for
binding sites with postsynaptic scaffold
proteins (Kittler et al., 2000), whichmay in
turn decrease synaptic localization of 2-
or 2-containing GABAAR (Schweizer et
al., 2003). GABAAR are found to recycle
between synaptic sites and intracellular
compartments, and mechanisms control-
ling receptor trafficking regulate receptor
clusters and synaptic efficacy (Kittler and
Moss, 2003).
ICL expression decreases inhibitory
synaptic input
Neurons have tight control over the bal-
ance of excitation to inhibition (Liu,
2004). We find that about one third of
ICL-expressing neurons have no detect-
able mIPSCs indicating that ICL expres-
sion blocks GABAergic inputs in trans-
fected neurons. In the remaining two
thirds of the neurons, ICL expression sig-
nificantly decreased mIPSC frequency but
not AMPAR-mediated mEPSC frequency.
The decrease in mIPSC frequency likely
represents a decrease in inhibitory synap-
tic inputs on ICL-expressing neurons,
rather than a decrease in presynaptic func-
tion, based on our observation of no
change in synaptic release probability. The
decrease in the ratio of optic nerve evoked
GABAergic synaptic responses relative to
glutamatergic synaptic transmission, fur-
ther supports the conclusion that ICL ex-
pression results in decreased inhibitory in-
put and a specific shift in the ratio of
excitatory synaptic inputs to inhibitory
synaptic inputs. Benzodiazepine binding
to GABAAR occurs at the interface of the
2 and  subunits (Gu¨nther et al., 1995;
Sigel, 2002) and diazepam-mediated enhancement of GABAergic
responses are diagnostic of the presence of the 2 subunit. We
find that diazepam treatment increases the magnitude of evoked
GABAergic synaptic transmission in optic tectal neurons as in
other systems (Gu¨nther et al., 1995; Crestani et al., 1999; Wallace
et al., 2001; Sigel, 2002). ICL-expressing tectal neurons do not
show diazepam-mediated increases of GABAergic responses,
consistent with the idea that residual synaptic GABAAR in ICL-
expressing neurons lack the 2 subunit, and that the remaining
GABAergic synaptic transmission might be mediated by 2
subunit-lacking receptors (Essrich et al., 1998), possibly 3
subunit-containing receptors (Baer et al., 1999). These data indi-
cate that ICL expression decreases synaptic transmission medi-
ated by 2 subunit-containing GABAAR, consistent with previ-
ous studies showing that the 2 subunit is required for clustering
ofmajor GABAA receptor subtypes with gephyrin at postsynaptic
sites (Essrich et al., 1998; Schweizer et al., 2003; Alldred et al.,
Figure7. Experience-dependent structural plasticity requires GABAAR-dependent synaptic transmission.A, Images anddraw-
ings of representative tectal neurons expressing EGFP (top) or ICL (bottom) are shown at 0, 4, and 8 h, respectively. Color-coded
drawings of the neurons are shown between 0 and 4 h or 4 and 8 h, in which added branches are shown in red and retracted
branches are shown in blue. The black circle marks the soma. Axons are indicated by arrowheads in the images and they are
omitted in the drawings. Scale bar, 20 m. B–D, Change in (B) total dendritic branch length, (C) branch tip number and (D)
branch density over 4 h in the dark and with visual stimulation for control and ICL-expressing neurons. B, C, Control neurons
significantly increase growth rate assessed by TDBL (Dark, 36.69 8.91m;Visual Stimulation, 76.29 10.10m; *p 0.05)
and rate of branch additions upon visual stimulation (Dark, 3.70 1.33; Visual Stimulation, 16.90 1.91; *p 0.05). ICL-
expressing neurons do not increase growth rate (TDBL or branch tip number) with visual stimulation (TDBL: Dark, 50.42 11.67
m; Visual Stimulation, 56.50  11.78 m; branch number: Dark, 6.78  2.13; Visual Stimulation, 7.00  1.34). ICL-
expressing neurons have added significantly fewer branch tips than controls after visual stimulation (*p 0.05). D, Control
neurons increase branch density to a significantly greater extent with visual stimulation compared with dark, but ICL-expressing
neurons show no effect of visual stimulation on branch density (EGFP: Dark,0.0004 0.0031 branch no./micrometer, Visual
Stimulation, 0.0170 0.0046 branch no./micrometer; ICL: Dark, 0.0040 0.0030 branch no./micrometer, Visual Stimulation,
0.0032 0.0019 branch no./micrometer; **p 0.01; *p 0.05). ICL, n	 10 cells. EGFP, n	 11 cells.
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2005). Therefore, ICL expression provides a means to assess the
requirement for GABAAR-mediated synaptic transmission on
the development of dendritic arbor structure.
GABAergic synaptic transmission is required for dendritic
arbor growth
Using this tool, we probed the role of inhibitory GABAAR-
dependent synaptic transmission on dendritic arbor develop-
ment and structural plasticity, by visualizing the cell-
autonomous effects of ICL expression in single tectal neurons in
the intact X. laevis, at a developmental time when GABAergic
transmission is inhibitory (Akerman and Cline, 2006). During
dendritic arbor development, when branches are continuously
added and retracted, the stabilization of a fraction of newly added
branches is required for the net elaboration of the arbor (Cline,
2001; Cohen-Cory, 2002; Hua and Smith, 2004). The require-
ment for glutamatergic synaptic transmission in dendritic arbor
elaboration was initially shown with pharmacological manipula-
tions (Kalb, 1994; Rajan and Cline, 1998; Rajan et al., 1999) and
subsequently by expression of receptor subunits or peptides cor-
responding to the cytoplasmic tail of glutamate receptor subunits
(Inglis et al., 2002; Haas et al., 2006). Preventing maturation of
glutamatergic synapses prevented normal dendritic arbor devel-
opment and experience-dependent structural plasticity by block-
ing the stabilization of dynamic dendritic branches (Haas et al.,
2006; Cline and Haas, 2008).
In contrast, the role of inhibition in controlling dendritic ar-
bor elaboration has been more challenging to establish. In a
clever set of experiments, unilateral cochlear ablation and the
resulting deafferentiation of the lateral superior olive (LSO) in
the gerbil auditory systemdecreases glycinergic inputs to the con-
tralateral LSO neurons (Sanes and Chokshi, 1992). This in turn
increased the tangential extent of the LSO neuronal dendritic
arbors in the tonotopic map (Sanes and Chokshi, 1992; Sanes et
al., 1992). These studies suggested a role for inhibitory inputs in
controlling dendritic arbor growth. Similarly, we find that block-
ing inhibitory GABAergic inputs results in dendritic arbors that
spread over a larger tangential extent than control neurons, al-
though the arbors are more sparsely branched than controls.
Analysis of branch dynamics from images collected at shorter
interval indicates that decreased inhibitory GABAergic transmis-
sion decreases rates of dendritic branch additions. A decreased
rate of branch additions likely accounts for arbors that are more
sparsely branched.
Inhibition is required for experience-dependent
structural plasticity
The Xenopus retinotectal system demonstrates rapid experience-
dependent structural plasticity that can be detected as in increase
in the rate of dendritic arbor growth rate with a relatively brief
exposure of 4 h to enhanced visual stimulation (Sin et al., 2002).
The visual experience-dependent structural plasticity requires
AMPAR- and NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission (Sin et
al., 2002; Haas et al., 2006; Ewald et al., 2008) as well as signaling
processes involving insulin receptors (Chiu et al., 2008), RhoA
GTPases (Sin et al., 2002) and dendritic protein synthesis (Best-
man andCline, 2008). The structural plasticity is accompanied by
increased synaptogenesis and increased synapse strength (Aizen-
man and Cline, 2007). At early stages of neuronal development,
excitatory GABAergic signaling cooperates with NMDAR signal-
ing to promote maturation of AMPAR-mediated synaptic trans-
mission (Akerman andCline, 2006). It also affectsmorphological
maturation in cortical neurons (Cancedda et al., 2007) and in
retinal ganglion cells (Leitch et al., 2005) with the result that
retinal receptive field sizes are altered. Here we show that when
GABAergic transmission is hyperpolarizing (Akerman andCline,
2006), GABAAR-mediated synaptic transmission is critical for
visual experience-dependent structure plasticity. ICL expression
prevents the increase in total dendritic branch length and branch
tip numbers that normally occur with 4 h enhanced visual stim-
ulation. The data indicate that GABAAR-dependent synaptic in-
puts have a pivotal impact on experience-dependent dendritic
structural plasticity and that this likely occurs through cell-
autonomous mechanisms rather than by changes in circuit wide
activity. The observation that ICL expression decreases GABAer-
gic synaptic inputs, whereas leaving excitatory synaptic inputs
largely unchanged raises the possibility that the ratio of inhibition
to excitation may be a key determinant of dendritic arbor struc-
ture. Expressing the peptide corresponding to AMPAR cytoplas-
mic tails prevents glutamatergic synapse maturation (Haas et al.,
2006) but does not affect mIPSC amplitude or frequency (W. H.
Shen andH. T. Cline, unpublished observations), suggesting that
the ratio of excitation to inhibition is decreased. It is striking that
the AMPAR c-tail expressing neurons and the ICL-expressing
neurons have similar deficits in dendritic arbor growth and
experience-dependent plasticity, although excitation/inhibition
changes in opposite directions. Evidence that the excitation ratio
is tightly regulated (Liu, 2004) together with our data suggests
that deviations from a mid-range of excitation/inhibition in ei-
ther direction affects neuronal structural development, and likely
circuit development and function.
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